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Dear Students, Parents, Teachers, Governors, 

Alumni, Friends 

This week did not go as planned!  We were primed 

and ready for our visit from COBIS, but on Saturday 

morning we received news that the inspector had 

been taken ill and that the visit was postponed.  We 

were naturally disappointed, but all the good work 

that had been done in the run up to the visit has still 

been done.  The inspector has been in 

communication with us for the past 6 months and 

he was able to tell us that SAIntS should aim for full 

accreditation in the New Year and leapfrog the 

compliance stage.  So this is our intention.  This time 

next year SAIntS should be the first fully 

internationally accredited Cambridge/UK Curriculum 

School in Malawi. 

This week two whole school assemblies have taken 

place. On Monday a remembrance assembly took 

place lead by various students and staff in which all 

those who have fallen victim to World conflicts were 

remembered.  At the end of the assembly Lonjezo 

and Pao (Head Boy and Girl) laid a wreath at the 

peace garden. 

On Tuesday we held an assembly to promote Anti-

Bullying and the key word of RESPECT.  This was well 

received and again lead by students with Rupi and 

Natasha (Deputy Head Boy and Girl) promoting their 

work as prefects and Power for Good Ambassadors. 

I would like to take this opportunity to raise 

awareness of road safety.  One evening this week, a 

teacher was turning into Brereton Drive and was 

almost hit by a car which was dangerously 

overtaking the row of cars waiting behind the 

teacher.  The driver of the car did not have a licence 

and was a student at SAIntS.  The student claims 

that he learnt to drive by "Watching YouTube".  The 

roads of Malawi are statistically the third most 

dangerous in the World and we must all do what we 

can to improve safety.   Please read the article on 

road safety in this newsletter and if you are a 

parent, ensure that your son/daughter does not get 

into a car with an unlicenced driver. 

I cannot quite believe that there are only three 

weeks to go until the end of term and we have so 

much to pack in from the Fashion Show to the 

Highlight of the year, the swimming gala.  I hope 

you can find some time to come to support 

wherever possible. 

Yours faithfully, 

Kieron P. Smith, Head Teacher 

 

 

 

Calendar Dates   

NOVEMBER 

21st New York University in Abu 
Dhabi – talk to 6th formers 

21st-22nd Yr 11 Geog trip 
23rd Yr 12 Maths & Physics trip 

Football tournament (Yr 13 
grad ball fundraiser) 

24th   Senior hockey match 
   PTA picnic by the pool 
26th-30th  Year 11 mock exams 
27th-28th  House competition days 
30th   Non-uniform day 
   Year 8 teambuilding day 
  
 
 

ANTI-BULLYING 

WEEK 

Anti-bullying week 

was launched with a 

whole school 

assembly led by our 

student Power for 

Good Ambassadors. 

“Choose Respect” was 

our theme and 

students have looked 

at the importance of showing and choosing respect. 

It’s been an eventful week with  

 Odd Socks Day – celebrating our differences 
 Peace Garden – discussions on respect 
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 Power 4 Good Ambassadors 
were available in the Peace 
Garden each day to mentor and 
listen 

 Yellow Ribbons were sold to 
support our campaign to 
“Choose Respect” with all proceeds going to 
charity. 

                                       

SAIntS says 'NO to bullying' 

 

24 Hour Swim Against Malaria 

 

‘Splash!’ went Mr Champiti as he dived into the pool 

at 12 o’clock precisely on Friday 2nd November to 

begin the marathon 24 hour ‘Swim against Malaria!’ 

Mrs Hove heard the splash and came running down 

to join in and the effect was contagious….the swim 

had begun. Friday afternoon was a buzz of happy 

swimming, swalking (swimming/walking), dancing, 

floating and being carried across the length of the 

school pool. Some were serious and were aiming for 

personal bests whilst others were here to have fun 

and join in Mrs Kananji’s congas. The PTA arrived to 

feed the hungry swimmers with delicious pasta 

bakes, baked potatoes and burgers. Even the 

footballers (many of who are not renowned for their 

love of swimming), decided to join in the fun after a 

win on the field whilst Mr Nyirenda supervised 

waboba balls and lots of play. 

As the night set in, so did the serious swimmers and 

their tents. Fortunately Mrs Tredinnick was around 

to assist with the tents otherwise some students 

would have had a cold night out in the open 

(although saying that, most of the seniors chose to 

sleep on the netball court in the open…..weird). 

After the 8pm brief, the night swimming started. 

Unfortunately, this is when the wind decided to 

arrive and it became quite cold. The swimmers were 

fine in the water as the pool was still quite warm but 

they got super chilly once they got out and had to 

huddle and bundle up into blankets. Thanks to Mrs 

Tofts who rushed out to buy more hot chocolate and 

coffee to keep them all from freezing and who was 

there to be kind and helpful to all the students and 

staff who needed attention! 

At midnight, we still had 15 swimmers in the pool 

and this continued up will 4am when all of a sudden, 

Mr Phillips had to jump in and swim alongside Mr 

Randjelovic in order to maintain momentum for the 

swim. As the sun rose, we were in for a cool and 

cloudy start to the morning; much enjoyed by the 

herald snake who made an appearance and was 

ushered away onto the lower field by Lytton. More 

swimmers appeared as they smelled the breakfast 

rolls being cooked by the PTA and soon the pool was 

busy again.   

 

We reached our target of swimming the length of 

the lake (thanks you to Mrs Dean and Mrs 

Randjelovic for brightening up our maps), at 

approximately 8:30am and this due to the fact that 

Phoenix submitted their length total from their swim 

on Friday afternoon. So we began to swim back 

down the lake and at midday with the Harrison 

family still in the pool, we blew the final whistle and 



tallied our total of over 26000 lengths. This was a 

huge success as we needed 23200 lengths! Wade 

Windell set a new record of over 1300 lengths; a 

phenomenal achievement. 

The nets and money are still being sent in but I think 

we will have about 150 nets to donate to the 

Malaria project at Queen Elizabeth Central Hospital. 

Huge thanks must go to many: 

The student lifeguards, Zoe and Michelle Tofts, the 

parents who stayed overnight to supervise the 

children, the staff who helped and who camped, 

Lytton Mabeti, the PTA and Geoffrey’s crew, 

Tupokiwe Chakaniza (for his music), and of course to 

all of the enthusiastic students. 

Bring on 2020 when we will repeat the event! 

 

New resources in MFL 2018 – 19 

In June, before the long holiday, it was our 

pleasure in MFL to donate lots of ‘old’ textbooks 

to local secondary schools who also teach 

French. These books and other resources still 

have plenty of life left in them, but we have 

decided to switch to more online resources and 

ones that were designed for the new 9-1 IGCSE. 

Here are the books arriving at Zingwangwa 

Secondary School, where Mr Kungala was 

extremely pleased to receive new materials for 

the teaching of French. 

 

Now, here at St. Andrew’s, we are mainly 

relying on Pearson Active Learn online 

resources that accompany our Studio French 

and Viva Spanish courses. You should have seen 

your child completing homework via this 

website from Year 7 up to Year 11. If you have 

not, or need further assistance with this 

resource, do email me at charrison@saints.mw 

and I will be happy to help. The lovely thing for 

us is that we can see how long each child is 

spending and how they have done on each task, 

which means we can step in and help if need be. 

We are already seeing a marked improvement 

in listening, reading, grammar and vocabulary 

learning of those students who are in the habit 

of using Active Learn each week - well done! 

Mrs Harrison (Head of Languages Faculty)

 

Have you seen your child using this? They have 

all been given a logon and password. 

 

Y12 investigate the Mulunguzi 

 

mailto:charrison@saints.mw


Year 12 geographers recently went to Zomba to 

carry out an investigation on the applicability of the 

Bradshaw Model. We looked at how the 

characteristics of the Mulunguzi River change with 

distance from the source and whether these 

observations fit with what the Bradshaw Model 

predicts.    

 

In addition to proving that it does indeed fit, the 

students had lots of fun and deepened their 

understanding of river processes. 

 

 

 

RESPONSIBLE DRIVING 

As Mr Smith mentioned in his introduction, this 

week there was close call at the end of Brereton 

Drive.  

              

Here is a diagram. 

 To Chileka 

 

       Car turning   Brereton Drive 

 

            Car overtaking dangerously  

 

 

   

The teacher was returning home.  She was 

positioned correctly in the road and indicating the 

intention to turn right. 

The driver of the red car (a student without a 

licence) decided to overtake the queue of waiting 

cars.  To avoid colliding with the turning car, it 

swerved into Brereton Drive.  There are a lot of 

pedestrians here and it is only by luck that someone 

was not seriously injured. 

Life skills lessons for senior students will be 

focussing on road safety.  We cannot just rely on 

luck to avoid serious accidents.  It is a vehicle 

owner's responsibility to ensure that drivers are 

legally qualified to be in charge of their vehicle and 

it is the responsibility of the driver to ensure they 

are adequately trained and qualified to get behind 

the wheel. 

 

 

The minimum legal age to drive in Malawi is 18. 

 

Driving before age 18 is illegal.  

 

Allowing a young person to drive under age is 

irresponsible and can have serious consequences 

and puts innocent people at risk. 

Please do not encourage or allow this to happen. 

If you are aware of an 

underage driver, please   

report it to the police. 


